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Instructors Offered Free,
Improved Instructional
Technology Training

O ver the past several years, many
University faculty members
and teaching assistants (TAs)

have learned to use computer technology to
enhance teaching and learning by attend-
ing free technology enhanced learn-
ing (TEL) seminars and training
programs offered by Academic and
Distributed Computing Services
(ADCS) and the Digital Media Center
(DMC). These classes have been quite
successful and will continue to be offered
this academic year; many have also been
revised to allow more scheduling flexibility
as well as in-class and out-of-class practice.

Technology enhanced learning short courses
Many of the same topics covered in the technology enhanced learning
seminars and hands-on courses offered last year to faculty members and teaching
assistants will again be covered this year. However, since some participants had trouble
fitting the longer classes into their busy schedules, ADCS and DMC staff have modularized
the curriculum into shorter courses. The courses are also organized around the four different
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UCS
Apple-a-day
promotion
extended

University Computer Services
(UCS) has extended the
“Apple-a-day” promotion into
the Fall semester. The promo-
tion features refurbished Apple
computer packages available
at rock bottom prices. The
computers are on display in
the UCS computer showroom
at 2331 University (just north
of the Peking Garden and next
to the Minnesota Daily). Free
parking is available next to the
building.

Call  612-624-4800 for details
or visit the UCS Web site at:
http://www.umn.edu/ucs
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� Design seminars
Most instructors are used to presenting information in
face-to-face classes or in print; but since their students
read and learn differently on line, they need to be
aware of new media conventions and design tech-
niques to create effective CD-ROM and Web-based
instructional materials. In the Design series, partici-
pants examine the differences between traditional and
new media and create structural, display and naviga-
tional diagrams that will help them go on to create
their on-line projects on their own or in the Tools
classes:

• In the Organizing Information seminar, partici-
pants learn how to create a nonlinear information
structure that enables students to customize their
learning experiences.

• In the Presenting Information seminar, partici-
pants learn how to present verbal and visual
information on computer screens.

• In the Navigating Through Information seminar,
participants learn how to design navigational and
interactive elements.

• In the Applying Design Techniques session,
participants can work on their design diagrams
with the assistance of DMC consultants in an open
lab setting.

� Tools classes
In the Creating Course Web Sites and Creating
Electronic Presentations classes, instructors learn to
select and use multimedia development software to
create electronic instructional materials. Throughout
these classes ADCS and DMC consultants weave
examples of best practices and current TEL research
and theory. For example, instructors will learn specific
attributes of Web-based threaded discussions and chat
tools that help students meet such learning goals as
reflective thinking and brainstorming:

• In the Development Tools Overview seminar,
instructors learn about the different multimedia
development software available and how to choose
which to use for a particular project.

• In the Dreamweaver, HTML and WebCT hands-
on classes, instructors learn how to create Web
pages with HTML code or Dreamweaver or
WebCT software.
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development processes (described below and in Fig-
ure 1) so instructors can better choose the courses that
will meet their needs.

� Teaching and learning seminars
In the Enhancing Learning with Technology seminars,
instructors examine ways to enhance learning through
the use of Web-based technology and refine their
teaching and learning goals before they design and
create their projects:

• The Best Practices seminar introduces instructors
to how they can use the Web to foster community,
expand instructional boundaries, encourage deep
reflection, provide prompt and rich feedback and
create flexible learning contexts. It also helps
participants focus on current teaching and learning
challenges in the courses they teach, articulate how
TEL may help resolve these challenges, define a
process for developing TEL activities and identify
University resources and services available to help
them develop Web-based instructional materials.

• In the Using Case Studies seminar, participants
examine how to use case studies as a learning tools
and plan how to develop their own technology-
enhanced case study projects.

• Other seminars examining specific technology
enhanced learning strategies will be offered in the
future.
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Teaching/Learning

• Enhancing Learning with
   Technology: 

– Best Practices
– Using Case Studies

Design
• Designing Hypermedia:
– Organizing Information
– Presenting Information
– Navigating Through Information
– Applying Design Techniques

Effective Learning Environments

• Evaluating Technology Enhanced Learning:
– Developing Research Questions

Tools

• Creating Course Web Sites:
– Development Tools Overview
– HTML Survival Skills
– WebCT Basics
– WebCT Communication Tools
– WebCT Content Modules
– WebCT Quizzes & Surveys
– WebCT Course Management
– WebCT Advanced Content Modules
– WebCT Advanced Quizzes & Surveys
– Dreamweaver Basics
– Photoshop Survival Skills

– PowerPoint Survival Skills
• Creating Electronic Presentations:

Figure 1

Technology Enhanced Learning
Processes & Courses
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• In the Photoshop Survival Skills class, participants
learn how to create graphics for class Web sites.

• In the PowerPoint Survival Skills class, participants
learn how to create lecture-style electronic presen-
tations with PowerPoint software.

Effective learning environments
seminar
As more and more instructors use on-line learning
strategies and materials, they want to know if their
efforts are actually helping students learn. The Evaluat-
ing Technology Enhanced Learning: Developing
Research Questions seminar offered again this fall
helps instructors develop research questions to evaluate
their use of technology in the classroom and identify
research methodologies.

TA Web Certification Program
Teaching Assistants (TAs) can learn how to create and
maintain course Web sites for the faculty members they
assist again this year by participating in the TA Web
Certification Program, a popular series of courses
taught over four weeks by staff from ADCS, the DMC,
the Center for Teaching and Learning Services (CTLS)
and the University Libraries.

Two 20-seat sections of the program are offered for
free each semester to TAs who are involved in some
aspect of planning, designing, creating or evaluating a
course Web site during the current academic year.
Each participant must submit a form signed by a
faculty sponsor verifying his or her TA or RA status,
attend all class sessions and turn in several assignments.
Upon completion, he or she is awarded a certificate
and a copy of Dreamweaver is sent to the sponsoring
department.

The program was created several years ago and has
been very successful. This year, more class time has
been added and a technical skills test replaced with
Web document creation assignments to enable stu-
dents to spend more time practicing the techniques
they learn.

� Related courses

� Customized courses
ADCS and DMC staff also work for a fee with repre-
sentatives from University colleges and departments to
provide customized TEL training classes for their
collegiate or departmental staff members. The courses
described above can be modified to meet specific
needs, and consultants can develop new material,
specific to collegiate or departmental needs. In the
past, such courses have been called “camps” since they
typically have been scheduled over one or more weeks
during school breaks. These camps have been ex-
tremely successful, such as the ones held this summer
for faculty and staff members from the Morris and
Crookston campuses and the College of Liberal Arts,
the School of Nursing and the University Libraries on
the Twin Cities campus.

� Other computer short courses
ADCS also offers other CD-ROM, Web and media
development courses to University faculty, staff and
students that do not focus specifically on instructional
projects but may still help instructors create them,
such as the following:

• Authorware 4: Basics
• FileMaker Pro 5: Publishing Databases on the Web
• Flash 4: Creating Basic Animations for the Web
• Premiere 5: Video Basics for Web and CD-ROM

Developers

More information
• To obtain an on-line schedule of currently offered

TEL and other computer courses, see the training
section of the ADCS Web site:
http://www.umn.edu/adcs/training

• To obtain a paper copy or request customized
training, visit the ADCS administrative office in
190 Shepherd Labs or call them at 612-625-1300.

• For information about the TA Web Certification
Program, call the DMC at 612-625-5055 or see
the DMC Web site: http://www.umn.edu
/dmc/create/ta-cert

� Chris Goodland, Digital Media Center

http://www.umn.edu/dmc/create/ta-cert
http://www.umn.edu/adcs/training
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Introducing Gopher Linux
and StarOffice

U niversities communities have always
been daring and counterculture about
their computer choices. Back in the

Old Days many university folks used the UCSD
operating system and its local descendant MMOS
(Minnesota Microcomputer Operating System) on
their desktop computers as an alternative to DOS.
Mainframe operating systems were first challenged by
the upstart Unix primarily in Higher Education.
Macintosh also found its strongest roots on campuses.
With all the attention Linux has been garnering and
all the bad press Those Other Guys have been getting,
it’s not surprising that Linux is establishing a loyal
following on campuses.

Linux is fast becoming a viable alternative to
Macintosh OS or Windows for your personal worksta-
tion. It is also the fastest growing server operating
system. And it’s free!

Why use it?
� Linux (more properly GNU/Linux) is free.

You can either get it for free (various sites on
the Net or from ADCS’s software server
<ftp://ftp.software.umn.edu>), for the cost of
the CD-ROM media duplication at ADCS in 152
Shepherd Labs, or for a nominal charge if you
buy one of the distributions in a shrinkwrapped
package from a retail distributor.

� Linux source is freely available with no restrictions
on what you can or can not do with it. If some-
thing in Linux doesn’t suit you, you (or your
friendly local programmer) can alter any part of it
to suit you. In contrast, Windows is an entirely
closed, proprietary source.

� There are various flavors of Linux. Even within
Linux there are perhaps a dozen choices of distri-
butions.

� GNU/Linux runs on any hardware. You would be
hard pressed to find even obscure or obsolete
hardware that is incapable of running some
version of Linux. Cheap x86 hardware that would
wheeze under current Windows can make a very
snappy Linux server or a serviceable personal
workstation.

� Reliable — Recall how a buggy application in
Windows or Mac OS can crash and take down the
entire computer with all the other open applica-
tions and all your work-in-progress? Well, each
application in Linux runs in its own protected
space, so a badly written app won’t bring down
everything else if it fails. If you’re accustomed to
Windows NT servers constantly crashing and
having to be rebooted, you may be pleasantly
surprised to find that this alternative typically runs
sturdily and continuously without crashing and
without baby-sitting.

� Flexible — Adding capacity or redundancy to a
server is cheap and straightforward. Since most
applications are also open-source and free, you
have the utmost in flexibility in how you deploy
things. Since everything is written in industry
standard Unix/C/Perl, your pool of technical
and programming savvy is large.

� Applications — Just about any network applica-
tion you can think of is available (usually free and
open-source) for Linux boxes. If you need per-
sonal productivity applications like email or word-
processing – no problem, many options are
available. Netscape? Sure. There’s even Office
suites to match Microsoft Office: StarOffice for
example is free. In terms of the “look and feel” of
your desktop, while there are many possible
choices, the two primary ones are KDE for a very
Windows-like experience, and GNOME for
Something Entirely Different but Still Familiar.

� You are not locked-in to a proprietary system.
Unlike proprietary applications, whose vendor can
just decide to drop support or go out of business,
many programmers typically contribute to an
open-source project and many hands usually carry
the software forward.

ftp://ftp.software.umn.edu/
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� Evolving systems & fast bug fixes — Since the
GNU/Linux combination draws a large pool of
very talented programmers, the system’s features
and usability are growing fast. When a bug is
discovered, there are often fixes written in hours or
days; indeed, it is a badge of honor to get correc-
tions out immediately. This is in contrast to bugs
taking years to fix (or never being fixed) with
much of commercial proprietary software.

So what is Gopher Linux?
Gopher Linux is a version of
Red Hat Linux 6.2 (for Intel
x86 boxes) on CD-ROM,
modified, mostly to make it
more secure “out of the
box” and easier to integrate
securely into the University
of Minnesota campus
network.

All patches and updates are
pre-applied for you (up to the date of

creation of the CD-ROM), so you don’t have
to download all the updates yourself. You can

install a “workstation” configuration, a “server”

configuration, or if you know what you are doing you
can customize it exactly as you please. Both KDE and
GNOME window managers are included.

We also have permission to distribute SUN’s
StarOffice suite (an integrated word-processor, spread-
sheet, etc. like Microsoft Office) on CD-ROM.
StarOffice runs on Windows, too, by the way; and may
be a good alternative to Microsoft Office if you run
some flavor of Windows.

How to get it?
We try to keep a limited number of both Gopher
Linux and StarOffice 5.2 CD-ROMS available at the
ADCS Helpline at Shepherd Labs (one of the
places that you can get Internet Welcome CD-ROMS).
The cost of a CD with the current copy of Gopher
Linux is $6.00. StarOffice CDs are also $6.00 (to
cover the cost of duplicating the CDs).

For more info send email to:
software@software.umn.edu

� Announcement from Academic and Distributed
Computing Services, 0900FXA

Technology Helpline Changes
West Bank HelpLine Moves and Extends Hours

Blegen 93, West Bank
On August 14 the West Bank walk-in
branch of OIT’s Technology Helpline
moved to Blegen Hall 93 (from the 50
HHH location it has occupied since Fall
1998).

We made the move because we expect
the HHH 50 wireless/laptop lab to be
used more this Fall. (For background on
the wireless lab, see our March 2000
issue.)

West Bank HelpLine
extends hours
In response to your feedback, this Fall
we’ll extend the hours of the West
Bank Helpline. Currently we plan to
staff the 93 Blegen Helpline, Mon-Fri,
8 am to 5 pm.

Phone help
In the Summer of 1999 the Office of
Information Technology began imple-
menting a common interface for all its
help desks. The change included
moving from many phone numbers to
one number — 612-301-4357 —
while not eliminating the established
phone numbers that people had
memorized and which are published in
many places around the University.

ADCS phone help
The Academic and Distributed
Computing Services (ADCS) Helplines
include the West Bank Helpline. All
three ADCS helplines have longer
phone hours than walk-in hours.
To reach the Helpline you can dial

� 612-626-4276 or
� 612-30l-4357

Mon–Thurs. .......... 8 am – 11 pm
Friday ................... 8 am – 5 pm
Saturday ............... noon – 5 pm
Sunday ................. 5 pm – 11 pm

The consultants who answer the phone
can help with a variety of personal
computer and workstation questions
and problems, such as connecting to
the University’s modem pool, setting up
common email programs and setting
InternetID related passwords.

For more information or help, access
the ADCS Web site and Knowledge
Base: http://www.umn.edu/adcs

� Pete Oberg, Mary Kelleher
for OIT Technology Helplines

mailto:software@software.umn.edu
http://www.umn.edu/adcs/
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? ? ? ? ?Enterprise Systems Project Ends.
What’s Next?

� Student 2000 and HRMS
The Student 2000, Human Resources Management
(HRMS) projects ended but work on bugs and fixes
continues. After five years of planning and implemen-
tation, the Student 2000 and HRMS projects are
ending. “The heavy development costs are over and
the foundation of the system is up and running,” said
Mark Powell, Director of Applications Development
and Maintenance (ADM) and former Director of the
Student 2000 Project, “and now we’re in a stabilizing
maintenance and enhancement phase.”

Powell stressed that technical and functional staff will
continue to work together on data integrity, perfor-
mance issues, fixes, bugs and upgrades. “Financial aid
and student financials still need more work and we’re
implementing work-study in September, so we’re not
ready to celebrate yet,” he said.

� More Web self-service functionality
Web Development Director Kari Branford outlined the
many projects in development:

� Next semester, students will be able to accept
financial aid awards via the Web, speeding financial
aid processing and avoiding a complex, manual
first-class mailing.

� More features will be added to the student, faculty
and staff Onestops as time and money permit.

� Live last month: An Advising Web site for faculty
and advising staff containing reports, catalogs,
courses and classes; policies and forms; graduation
information; CLE requirements and more. It’s at
both the faculty and staff One Stop Web site:
http://www.onestop.umn.edu

� A self-service Web site where faculty and staff will
be able to choose health plans and insurance
during open enrollment; change/add coverage for
dependents; keep track of training and career
development and many more features.

� New enterprise wide systems
Although the Enterprise Systems Project has ended,
work on enterprise-wide systems have not.

Here’s what to expect over the next two years or so.

2002: Libraries’ link with statewide system
MNLINK, the new statewide library automation
system, currently provides a gateway through which all
of the public and academic libraries in the state can be
searched.

The next step? Selecting a vendor for a new library
system for all the public and private libraries in the
state. Deputy Librarian Charlene Mason said, “It will
allow us to provide easier access to the digital libraries’
material, for both our users on campus and at a
distance.” A big improvement will be the system’s
ability to store and retrieve digital media on-line,
making art objects, illustrations and oral histories
easily available to users across the state. The system
will go live in 2002.

2002: Next big upgrade to PeopleSoft
The next upgrade to the PeopleSoft system will be two
years from now. The big changes: users will enter and
retrieve data via the Web; more “summary” panels will
be developed, eliminating a lot of navigation; and
desktop computers will not have to be upgraded as
frequently, since most processing will occur on Web
application servers, not in desktops machines.

2003: New finance system is in the
early planning stages
Once the libraries switch to the new system, the
current financial system, CUFS, will be the remaining
large system on the U’s mainframe computer. CUFS
still works well, but the vendor no longer supports the
system and it cannot be upgraded.

Finance staff planning the new system have surveyed
staff with finance functions to gather wants and needs
and are beginning the information-gathering process
that will lead to requests for proposals from various
finance system vendors, most of whom use Web
technology. The finance system will go live in three or
four years.

� Jude Poseley, Office of Information Technology
Questions or comments? Email jposeley@umn.edu

http://www.onestop.umn.edu/
mailto:jposeley@umn.edu
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Getting into MNCAT
Some Tips and Tricks to Help You Get the Information You Need – Fast!
Nancy K. Herther, University Libraries, http://www.lib.umn.edu

I n August’s “The New MNCAT” article,
we introduced you to the new interface to
our MNCAT Web on-line catalog. In this

issue, we will give you some basic information and tips
on searching the new MNCAT database. Remember,
the database has a “Help” option with additional tips
and ideas for searching. We also have a variety of
human-based help in the Libraries:

• Call or stop in at any reference desk for personal
assistance anytime the desk is open

• Use our on-line ASK Us! service to send email
reference questions to staff – we try to answer
them all in under 24 hours. Just select ASK Us!
from our Web page: http://www.lib.umn.edu

• Check our Web page for a collection of handouts
and reference aids to help you

• Check out our FAQ — frequently asked questions
— section on the new MNCAT for more answers
to your questions: http://www.lib.umn.edu
/books/mncatfaq.phtml

The basics
The new MNCAT Web uses a new, very different
interface. Interface software affects how screens look,
the kinds of searches you can do and how search
results are displayed. Some of the search features of the
‘old’ MNCAT Web are not available in the new
MNCAT Web. However, the new MNCAT Web has
some very useful new search features. Our catalog itself
remains the same. Even if it appears that your results
are different searching with the new interface, the core
database is the same. We haven’t lost or changed any
of our core data on our collections and holdings.

A quick look at the screens shows the changes. The
search screens are very different, with a lot more
options for you to use in designing your search strate-
gies. From the brief screen you are able to search by
specific, known title or author, just as you could in the
‘old’ MNCAT Web. However, using the Advanced
Search option, you have more options for searching for
terms as keywords in the title, author and subject
fields. Searching All Fields will allow you to search
through all of the textual fields — including tables of

contents and other information as available — in order
to greatly enhance and broaden your search power!

The new brief displays are far more useful than in the
past. The full displays are now very robust with many
clickable fields, all presented in a contrasting color.
Depending on your personal preferences, you can
choose a frames or no-frames version. Give them a try
and see which you like best!

All of the University Libraries holdings for a given title
will be in the same record. However, since our catalog
includes the collections of the Law Library and various
libraries using the Minnesota Library Access Center
(MLAC) facility in Andersen, there may be multiple
records for some titles in the catalog.

Currently the Help screens are very general; however,
we have the special FAQ (frequently asked questions)
in MNCAT and will prepare other guides and hand-
outs to help users with our new MNCAT. For more
information or help, check with any of our friendly
reference staff.

Default operators
What is a default operator? It is the command (for
example, AND, NEAR, WITH) that the computer will
use to process your search when you do not give it a
specific instruction.

• In the Telnet version of MNCAT and in the ‘old’
MNCAT Web, the default operator is NEAR.

• In the new MNCAT Web, it is AND.

Does this matter? It certainly does! For example,
searching for information on internet history in All
Fields in the ‘old’ MNCAT results in only three items;
in the new MNCAT Web it results in 120 hits. Thus,
you are able to get a larger return using the AND
command than using the NEAR command.

Some neat new features
The new MNCAT Web allows you a variety of impor-
tant new features. You may find that some of these
features will really make your research time more
productive. Here’s the cook’s tour:

http://www.lib.umn.edu/
http://www.lib.umn.edu/
http://www.lib.umn.edu/books/mncatfaq.phtml
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� You are able to create sets of
catalog records — either in groups
or individually — to more easily
download, print or email these to
yourself or others.

� Once you have completed a series
of searches, you can use the
‘Review Your Search’ option to see
a listing of all of the search terms
you have used in this session. You
are now able to combine or further
refine your search; or just remem-
ber what strategies you have
already tried in your quest for
information. One option is to use
the AND or OR Boolean option to
build complex search strategies.

� You can view your search results in
either a brief or full format. The
brief format includes bibliographic
information — author, full title,
publisher, publication date, etc. —
as well as location information.
However, we would caution all
users, at this time to use the full
format to verify holdings and see if
items are available or checked out!
The holdings and availability
information in the brief format may
not be accurate, especially for
serials. The full format includes
much more detail, including
subject headings and contents
notes.

� Getting quickly to the electronic
versions of books, periodicals or
other types of material is quick
and easy. The brief and the full
formats both display Internet
address for the full-text, on-line
versions of publications when this
type of access is available. Look
for the label “Electronic Access”
and click on the address to view
the item on-line. However, these
links are generally available only to
current students, staff and faculty
of the University of Minnesota,
Twin Cities campus.

� You can have your search results
sorted alphabetically by author or
title or sorted by publication date,
if your results list has 100 records
or less. This is a boon to anyone
working with large files and hoping
to email, download or print them.

� Email or download your MNCAT
records! For the first time, our new
catalog will allow you to use it
more flexibly for research. First

Children’s Literature Research Collec-
tion in Andersen Library.

� Example A.3
You want to read something on Howard
Stern; you find we don’t have anything
by Stern in our collections; do we have
anything about him?

Using the Keyword field in Basic Mode
or the All Fields in Advanced, type in his
name (howard stern), and you will find
23 items, not all on stern. Remember
that in the catalog, the database is
searching for anything with howard AND
stern, so there will be false drops
(records that meet the requirements of
the search statement but, in fact, have
nothing to do with your search). The
default in the Telnet and ‘old’ MNCAT
was NEAR so that it would assume that
the words would be in the same
statement, not so with the new MNCAT.
With this, however, you do find titles of
interest, including: The encyclopedia of
American Radio: An A-Z guide to radio
from Jack Benny to Howard Stern by
Ron Lackmann published in 2000.

Creative use of
truncation
You are not able to use the
wildcard symbol (?) to replace a
single character in a term. So, for
example, you cannot search
WOM?N to get women or
woman.  However, the wildcard
feature does work very well in any
of the fields to search for ranges of
dates or for variations of terms that
might appear in some title or
keyword field. And, you are able to
specify the number of letters you
want as a maximum for your word.
For example, hist? will look for any
word that begins with those four
letters. However, if you specify
hist?3 the search will automatically
eliminate any word with more
letters than this. Let’s take a look.

� Example B.1
You need to study agricultural econom-
ics in India and want to do an extensive
look at what our holdings might be.

click on the ‘Save’ button next to
each record from your results list
that you wish to save/email/
download/print as a set. Once you
are done with all the records that
you need, click on the ‘View Saved’
option to get an ASCII version of
the full records that you have
saved. From here, follow the on
screen directions to email, or use
the Save function in your Internet
browser to download the records.

Take a test drive

Go with what you know
Having so many fields to search
through gives you far more power-
ful options for searching in
MNCAT for our collections and
research materials.

� Example A.1
You instructor mentioned some book
on insects by someone named Moffett.
That’s enough information to get some
good information and your answer, too.

Using the Advanced mode, search for
Moffett in Author Keywords and
insects in All Fields. You will get a
listing of 5 items, including the 1634
edition of Thomas Moffett’s Insectorum
sive minimorum animalium theatrum
from our Entomology, Fisheries and
Wildlife Library, which is the earliest
known English language work on the
subject. It’s in their rare books collec-
tions but is available for the serious
researcher.

� Example A.2
You are comparing versions of the story
of Snow White and want to know what
versions of this are in the Libraries.

Using the All Fields search in Advanced
or the Keywords option in searching in
the Brief mode, you will find 112 items
in our Libraries, including recent
interpretations such as Mirror, mirror:
forty folktales for mothers and daugh-
ters to share, edited by Jane Yolen and
Heidi E.Y. Stemple, as well as copies of
the original Wanda Gag version and
production materials used by Gag in
preparing the final manuscript in our
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Searching in the Advanced mode, you
might want to search for agricultur? to
include agriculture and agricultural in
one line and econom?3 in another line
to get economy, economic and econom-
ics and india in a third line. Then
search All Fields for each term. The
result is an impressive 1,096 records.
The first record is India’s development
and public policy edited by Stuart S.
Nagel and published earlier this year.

� Example B.2
You need to find a report by some
intergovernmental agency (you don’t
know the author or affiliation) published
on Chinese land reform. To allow for
variations in the country name —
China, Chinese, etc. — you can search
by chin?3, which will look for any word
of up to seven characters, limiting the
search to any three characters after the
first, specified four characters, and
including land reform as a separate
search phrase. From this, 63 hits are
returned, including one from 1999
produced by the World Bank.

Don’t be too limiting
You need to be careful not to be
too limiting, such as typing in a
specific word and not allowing for
variations or doing broad-ranging
truncation which would bring in
too many hits. Try some ideas of
your own. Look through the
results to get an idea of whether
your strategy is working or if it
needs to be refined.

Searching for
works by publisher
As a bibliographer, I often check
out our collections by comparing
them against known authority lists
or to see what we own by some
publisher. The ability to do this on-
line has just been greatly enhanced!
The publisher information is
searchable when you do an ad-
vanced search and search in All
Fields. So if you want to know
everything that the library has from
the mammoth computer publisher

IDG, just search for idg in All
Fields. Want to know about some
obscure publisher or one that you
don’t have much information
about? You can do that as well.

� Example C.1
There are many small presses called
Mountain Press. I know the one I want
publishes out of Missoula, MT. I can
search in Advanced Mode under
mountain press pub? In All Fields and
missoula also in All Fields and I will get
a listing of all materials we own from
this publisher.

� Example C.2
You want to know which books the
library owns on some topic by a
particular publisher; you can do it the
same way. Try sage and criminology or
crime or criminal, and you will come up
with 274 titles with few false drops.

Searching by date
or ranges of dates
We all may need to search for
information published in some
particular year. If you want only
the most recent information, you
can probably just leave out any
dates because the default in the
database is to give you the most
recently cataloged materials first —
generally in order by date, so that
those published in 2000 will come
up first. However, this may not
work for you. Using the truncation
feature — and allowing for added
time for the search to be done —
you can search by decade. I’m
afraid that there is no reliable way
to search by century or larger time
periods. Let’s look at some op-
tions.

� Example D.1
You know you need something pub-
lished in a particular year. Use the
“Limit search by: Year” feature and plug
in that particular year.

� Example D.2
So I can search for all materials on
crime published in the 1990s by typing
in 199?1 in the “Limit search by: Year”
field. Although it takes a long time to
process, in this case I came up with a
set of 2,580 items.

� Example D.3
You know that something was pub-
lished in one of two or three years. The
fastest way to get a good response
here is to search for the years in the All
Fields text area. So, for example if I
know that a major work on Japanese
educational reform was published in
1998 or 1999, I can search using three
boxes with these terms:  educational
reform searched in All Fields AND
japan? Searched in All Fields AND
1998 or 1999 also searched in All
Fields. The result is two books, both
published in 1998 on this topic.

� Example D.4
Let’s say you want to find a early
account (1470-something) of the
Chinese adventures of Marco Polo.
Even if this is the only information that
you have, you can easily find this by
searching in the Advanced mode for
marco polo in All Fields and in the Limit
Search by: Date type in 142?1, which
allows you to search by decade for
anything published from 1420 through
1429.

Note, this does not work by century or
by other ranges, but it does help when
your information is a little fuzzy.

Searching for
formats of materials
In general you are not able to
easily search by format of the
materials that you seek; however, if
you study records, you may be able
to find some ‘work arounds’ that
will get you the information that
you need.

� Example E.1
You want to know which electronic
journals we have in the general field of
sociology. You can type sociology to
search in All Fields and type ejour to
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also search in All Fields.  With this
strategy you will get a set of 33 hits.
This is the same number of hits that I
get searching in the “old” MNCAT by
electronic journals.

� Example E.2
You want to know what full-text informa-
tion we would have on ecommerce. Try
searching for ecommerce in the All
Fields and http also in All Fields.  This
results in a single record, but it’s worth
a look. The record includes a link to the
full-text of a new U.S. Department of
Commerce report on ecommerce in the
U.S. with projections and market data
into the future. Not bad!

� Example E.3
You would like to assign a Shakespeare
video to your class. How can you find
out what we have in MNCAT? Here’s
one way to try: Search in All Fields for

videorecording and in another box type
in shakespeare. The result will be 109
in the new MNCAT.

Comments, please!
We welcome your questions and
comments about the new system.
As we have said, it is a work-in-
progress; and we have program-
mers working on the new MNCAT
Web daily. If you have any com-
ments, ideas or problems, please let
us know. At the top of each screen
in the new MNCAT Web is a
Comments option. Please send us a
note — or call or stop in — to let
us know your problems, ideas and
concerns. Working together, we
can make this an even better
research tool for the future!

Need more information?
Just let us know.
Staff at any of our libraries will be
happy to help you learn more
about our new MNCAT Web and
help you with your searching. And
to learn more tricks and ideas for
using this essential database,
remember to check our Web page
for information on upcoming
training sessions:
http://www.lib.umn.edu

� Communications about this
column should be addressed to:
Nancy K. Herther, Social Sciences
Bibliographer, 170b Wilson
Library, West Bank; 624-2020;
n-hert@umn.edu

Longing for a return to Telnet?
The Telnet or TN3270 version of MNCAT is still available for your use. Using the keyword function, you can search more
easily by format of material or by language. The TN3270 version has its own help menus and other information to guide
you in your searching as needed. For background information on using the Telnet version of MNCAT, check out these
articles from the April 1997 and May 1997 issues of the OIT newsletter:

• “Faster, Better MNCAT Searching: Use the Keyword Functions” — www.umn.edu/oit/newsletter/0497-itn/mncat.html
• “Advanced MNCAT Searching: Part II” — www.umn.edu/oit/newsletter/0597-itn/mncat2.html
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� Web and Internet Addresses Quick Guide

Information Technology Newsletter
http://www.umn.edu/oit/newsletter

Modem Usage (current activity on your account)
http://www.nts.umn.edu/services/modemusage.html

Internet/Email account management/validation
http://www.umn.edu/validate

LUMINA (Library) –  http://www.lib.umn.edu
via TN3270: admin.ais.umn.edu

OIT – http://www.umn.edu/oit
Onestop Student Services – http://onestop.umn.edu
UM Bookstores – http://www.bookstore.umn.edu
UM News Server – news.tc.umn.edu

� General Phone: Area Code = 612
Threats, UM Police Department .................. 911 on campus

• off campus................................................... 624-3550
ADCS Hands-on Training and Seminars .............. 625-1300

• self-paced training and customized training
• web: http://www.umn.edu/adcs/info/training.html

Computer Accommodation Program – voice/tty ... 626-0365
U Computer Services/Computer Repair Serv ...... 624-4800
Digital Media Center ........................................... 625-5055
Statistical Software Support:

including SAS and SPSS ................................. 624-3330

Associate Vice President and
Chief Information Officer, Steve Cawley ....... 612-625-8855

� Help Phone: Area Code = 612
Computer Misuse or Abuse (also see Procedure 2.8.1.1)

• Emergency Network Help Line ...................... 625-0006
• Non-emergency, e.g., spamming: abuse@tc.umn.edu

1 Help •7/24/365, unless otherwise noted ..... 301-4357
� CCO: central systems, Enterprise PeopleSoft . 301-4357

• web: http://www.umn.edu/cco
• by email: x-help@cafe.tc.umn.edu

� Internet, Email and
Microcomputers and Distributed Systems .......... 301-4357

• call-in Monday–Thursday • 8 am–11 pm
• call-in Friday • 8 am–5 pm
• call-in Saturday • noon–5 pm
• call-in Sunday • 5–11 pm

• walk-in 152 Shepherd Labs • 8 am–5 pm, M–F
• walk-in 50 Coffey Hall, St. Paul • 8 am–5 pm, M–F
• walk-in 50 HHH, West Bank • 1-5 pm, M-F

• web: http://www.umn.edu/adcs
• by email for U of M: help@tc.umn.edu

Password: Forgot it? ........................................... 301-4357
� NTS-TAC: Technical Assistance Center ............ 301-4357

• web: http://www.nts.umn.edu

� Dial-in Computer Access
Internet/PPP/SLIP: up to 53kps if v.90 ....... 612-627-4250

(56k K-flex, Flex56, X.2 protocols are unsupported)
ADI & ITE with MKO (Internet/SLIP) .................... 623-0291
SecurID Access HiSpeed (v.32) 19200-N81 ....... 626-1061
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